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Dante "Inferno" Jones is used to winning in the ring. But when the MMA fighter meets pretty Caitlyn

Moore, he seems to be striking out left and right. The more Cait denies his advances, the more

intrigued he becomes by the sharp-tongued beauty. She's a challenge he can't resist.Comfortable

with the average Joe, Cait doesn't get it when the ultra-masculine Dante walks into her life and

expresses an interest in her. Sure, she's shed eighty pounds and her confidence is building, but

there's nothing spectacular about her. Certainly not enough to hang onto a ripped babe-magnet like

Dante, whose violent profession, catty groupies, and cruel competitors are already making her life a

living hell.Dante's light-hearted pursuit quickly becomes a battle to win her heart as they find

themselves thrown together again and againÃ¢â‚¬â€•and it's affecting his training. Cait won't let him

lose the biggest fight of his career because of her, but when her plan to keep him focused lands her

in the dangerous clutches of Dante's vicious opponent, there is more at stake than just the

championship belt.
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According to this book women who struggle with weight issues are not only self-conscious but also

suffer from anxiety disorders, compulsive lying, game playing, bipolar disorder etc. The female

character of this book is ridiculous. She is emotionally all over the place, lying, sneaking, game

playing. If I was the Inferno I would have told her to burn in.....!!!! As a female who has been thin and

overweight at different times in my life, I had no appreciation of the picture painted in this story of

those with weight issues...especially those who act like her. I could not stomach the whole book and

finally gave up. Complete waste of time.

This book was very hard for me to finish and there was multiple things I didn't like about it. One, I

did not feel any chemistry between Cait or Dante, as a couple they feel flat for me. Second, I found

Cait to be one of the most wishy washy, hypocritical, self absorbed female characters I have ever

had the misfortune of reading. Her whole outlook of changing people's " assumptions" about how

others see you and you see yourself is so hypocritical. Throughout the book she still sees herself as

being obese and unattractive-trust me I know once you lose weight it is very hard to build

confidence- but she is the one teaching others to change and she can't do it. Thin women beware

reading this, while Cait doesn't like people to assume things about her, she assumes every thin

woman is either a moron or a tramp...give me a break, it was so offensive reading her thoughts

about thin women and it doesn't help that the author couldn't put an intelligent thin woman in the

book. Also, there was this constant thread through the book discussing Cait's "struggles" and how

much she has suffered, meanwhile Dante basically was raised by a nanny and he works hard to

have the career and physique he has and Cait dismisses these facts about him because she is the

only one allowed to have the "issues" in the book. The only good thing was Dante, he was a good

solid character, I have no idea the appeal he had for Cait since she was shy one second, bold and

demanding another, and whiny the next. Just for the record most thin women work really hard to

stay thin and trim, for most, like myself, we spend 5-6 days a week in the gym so the thin women

bashing was ludicrous.... Save yourself from reading a book about another annoying, whiny female

lead and don't get this book!!!

I am 55% done with this book and I don't know If I will be able to finish it. I HATE the main girls

friends! They need to butt out of her life. And the author doesn't even give you a background story

to explain that this is the type of relationship they have. Super annoying!!Besides this HUGE flaw it

is a good book and I like the main characters.. . . . . Well now I'm done with the book. It was okay. It

did get better because the more annoying of the two friends stopped "talking" to the main girl. She



got mad lol.Overall I don't think this book is worth the 4.99 I payed for it

Dante "Inferno" Jones never met a woman who wasn't interested, that is until he meets Caitlyn

Moore. Caitlyn doesn't understand why Dante keeps pursuing her and even with him trying to keep

him at a distance, she has to reluctantly admit she is attracted. However she does not grasp why he

would want to be a MMA fighter and struggles with being out of her element. Dante knows what he

wants though and it is Caitlyn, with a big fight coming up he knows she is a distraction but he needs

her in his life.Exceptional book. I was not sure initially but I loved this couple. I am always a sucker

for quirky heroines and Caitlyn is definitely one. I am also a huge fan of makeover books which

Caitlyn is. A once heavy woman who is reinventing herself. Excellent read.

***Update*** I still am frustrated with Cait, but you should finish this book since there is a HEA and

proves over and over that Dante is swoon worthy.As a woman who struggled like so many with

weight I was excited to see a book with a real woman. In the beginning I could relate to those

insecurities and cringed at the cruelty, but at one point I got fed up. She went from insecure to

completely self-absorbed. I am stuck at chapter 19 because I am so angry at Cait; she is selfish

leaving when he has the biggest fight of his career on the line and all she can do is wallow. Whoa is

me, I have a beautiful man (inside and out) love me and I am too dense to realize it. Dante deserves

so much better and honestly he should reject her if she comes running back. I suppose I will finish

the book, but if she costs him this fight I will be furious. The three stars are for Dante only.

I really enjoyed this book! I really related to Cait having had the same problems with weight gain and

loss over my lifetime and knowing how hard it is to change your mentalimage of yourself as you

change. By starting a program to help others she helped guarantee her future success. I lovedthe

way Dante accepted her for who she was and just wantedto get to know her better because she

wasn't impressed with his being a star. The whole story kept me on the edge of my seat as it

unfolded and the ending twist from his opponentwas a total surprise! Way to go Abby!! Can't wait for

your next book! Thank You!

This book was AMAZING! I wasn't sure at first after some reviews but I took a chance and I'm so

glad I did. I love how the story came together and it was so different from as 'll the other romances

of a skinny girl with daddy issues finding the right man. This hit home for me struggling with weight

and issues just as cat did. Don't pass this book up. I'm definitely going to buy more from this author!
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